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Abstract

Recently, Yang and Shieh proposed two password authentication schemes by

employing smart cards. One is a timestamp-based password authentication scheme and

the other is a nonce-based password authentication scheme. In 2002, Chan and Cheng

pointed out that Yang and Shieh’s timestamp-based password authentication scheme

was vulnerable to the forgery attack. However, in 2003, Sun and Yeh pointed out that

Chan and Cheng’s attack was unreasonable. At the same time, Sun and Yeh pointed out

that Yang and Shieh’s password authentication schemes were still vulnerable to the

forgery attack. In this paper, we shall improve Yang and Shieh’s schemes to resist Sun

and Yeh’s attack.
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1. Introduction

In a client/server system, when the client wants to log in to a remote server,

the remote server requires a password to authenticate the identity of the client.
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Therefore, it is important to protect the password in the authentication

schemes. There are three ways an attacker can get a user’s password and
impersonate the user to log in to the server [5]: (1) the attacker invades the

system; (2) the attacker eavesdrops on communication messages; and (3) the

legal user accidentally reveals his password. In case 3, it is very hard to prevent

a user from accidentally revealing his password.

The advantages of smart cards are storage and computation abilities. These

advantages are always employed by some scholars [2,4,6,7,9,10], but their

schemes have to maintain a verified table of passwords and do not allow

passwords to be changed freely. In 1999, Yang and Shieh [11] proposed two
password authentication schemes that do not need to maintain a verified table

of passwords and that allow users to choose and change their passwords

whenever they want. In 2002, Chan and Cheng [1] pointed out that Yang and

Shieh’s timestamp-based password authentication scheme was vulnerable to

the forgery attack.

However, in 2003, Sun and Yeh [8] pointed out that Chan and Cheng’s

attack was unreasonable because Chan and Cheng forged a client’s identity,

and the identity did not exist in the ID table. Thus, the attacker could not
be verified from the ID table. At the same time, Sun and Yeh pointed out

that Yang and Shieh’s two password authentication schemes were vulnerable

to the forgery attack. Their main idea was first to intercept a legal client’s

identity and the smart card’s identifier. Then they use the idea of extending

Euclid’s algorithm [3] to find parameters which can satisfy the verification of

the formula and the remote server cannot find the attacker is an invalid user. In

this paper, we shall improve Yang and Shieh’s schemes to resist Sun and Yeh’s

attack.
The structure of our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we shall

present our idea. In Section 3, we shall analyze the security of our scheme.

Finally, in Section 4, we shall conclude this paper.
2. Improvement on Yang and Shieh’s schemes

In this section, we shall improve Yang and Shieh’s timestamp-based and

nonce-based password authentication schemes. We follow their registration,

login and authentication procedures and introduce as follows.
2.1. Timestamp-based password authentication scheme

In this scheme, there is a key information center (KIC). The duties of the

KIC are to generate key information, issue smart cards to new users, and

change passwords for the registered users.
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2.1.1. Registration phase

A new user Ui sends his identifier IDi and a chosen password pwi to the KIC
via a secure channel. Then, the KIC performs the following steps.

Step 1: Generate two large prime numbers p and q and compute n ¼ p � q.

Step 2: Choose a public key e and find a corresponding secret key d that

satisfies e � d � 1 mod (p � 1Þðq� 1Þ.
Step 3: Find an integer g that is a primitive element in both GFðpÞ and GFðqÞ,

where g is a public information. Note that GFðpÞ and GFðqÞ mean p
and q are finite fields.

Step 4: Generate a smart card’s identifier CIDi for the user and compute

Si ¼ IDCIDi �d
i modn.

Step 5: Compute hi ¼ gpwi�d modn.

Step 6: Send the smart card, which includes (n, e, g, IDi, CIDi, Si, hi), to the user.
2.1.2. Login phase

When the user wants to log in to the remote server, the user first inserts his
smart card into the input device and keys in his IDi and pwi. Then the smart

card performs the following steps.

Step 1: Generate a random number ri.
Step 2: Compute Xi ¼ gpwi�ri modn and Yi ¼ Si � hri �Ti modn, where T is the cur-

rent time.

Step 3: Send the login message M to the remote server, where M ¼ ðIDi;
CIDi;Xi; Yi; n; e; g; T Þ.
2.1.3. Authentication phase

After receiving the login request message M, the remote server records the

current time T 0 and performs the following steps:

Step 1: Check whether the IDi and the CIDi are correct or not. If they are not

correct, the login request is rejected.
Step 2: Check whether (T 0 � T ) is within the valid time interval DT . If it is not

true, the login request is rejected.

Step 3: Check whether the following equation holds: Y e
i � IDCIDi

i � XT
i modn. If

it is true, the remote server accepts the login request.
2.2. Nonce-based password authentication scheme

2.2.1. Registration phase

This phase is same as the registration phase in the timestamp-based pass-

word authentication scheme.
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2.2.2. Login phase

When the user wants to log in to the remote server, the user first inserts his
smart card into the input device and keys in his IDi and pwi. Then the smart

card performs the following steps.

Step 1: The smart card sends a request login message M1 to the remote server,

where M1 ¼ ðIDi;CIDiÞ.
Step 2: After receiving M1, the remote server checks whether the IDi and the

CIDi are correct or not. If they are correct, the remote server computes

a nonce N ¼ f ðrjÞ and sends it back. Note that rj is a random number
and f ð�Þ is a one-way hash function.

Step 3: After the nonce N is received, the smart card generates a random number

ri and computes Xi and Yi, where Xi ¼ gpwi�ri modn and Yi¼Si �hri�Ni modn.

Step 4: Finally, the smart card sends the message M2 to the remote server,

where M2 ¼ (Xi; Yi; n; e; g).

2.2.3. Authentication phase

After receiving M2, the remote server computes whether the following

equation holds: Y e
i � IDCIDi

i � XN
i modn. If it holds, the remote server accepts

the login request message; otherwise, the login request is rejected.
3. Security analysis

We analyze some attacks in our improvement.

3.1. Forgery attack

In the timestamp-based password authentication scheme, an attacker can

get the IDi and the CIDi by intercepting the communication messages. e is the

KIC’s public key and it is a prime number. We can find a and e are relatively

prime, where a equals current time T. By employing an extension of Euclid’s
algorithm, the attacker can find two random numbers u and v to satisfy

e � u� a � v ¼ 1 and to compute Yi ¼ IDu
i modn and Xi ¼ IDv

i modn. Then we

can find Y e
i � IDu�e

i � ID1þa�v
i � IDi � XT

i modn. Obviously, it is different to our

formula: Y e
i � IDCIDi

i � XT
i modn. Therefore, Sun and Yeh’s attack cannot work

in our method. For the same reason, Sun and Yeh’s forgery attack also cannot

work in the nonce-based password authentication scheme.

3.2. Password-guessing attack

In the timestamp-based and the nonce-based password authentication

schemes, the attacker has two ways to guess the password pwi. One way is to
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get hi ¼ gpwi�d modn from the smart card; the other way is to get Xi ¼
gpwi�ri modn. We can find the attacker cannot guess the password without d and
ri. Therefore, our scheme can resist a password-guessing attack.

3.3. Smart card loss

When a legal user loses his smart card and it is found by an attacker, the

attacker can guess the password of the legal user. We find that the attacker

cannot succeed, the reason is given in the password-guessing attack section. In

the timestamp-based password authentication scheme, even if the attacker uses

a smart card to log in to the remote server, the attacker cannot succeed. The
attacker inserts the smart card and keys a guessed password into the input

device. Then the smart card computes Xi ¼ gpwattacker �ri modn and Yi ¼ Si�
hri �Ti modn. Obviously, the attacker cannot pass the verification of the equation:

Y e
i � IDCIDi

i � XT
i modn because Y e

i � IDCIDi
i � gpwi �r�T modn and IDCIDi

i � XT
i ¼

IDCIDi
i � gpwattacker�ri �T modn. For the same reason, the attacker cannot use the

same way to log in to the remote server in the nonce-based password

authentication scheme.

3.4. Replay attack

In the timestamp-based password authentication scheme, if an attacker tries

to replay the verified message M ¼ ðIDi;CIDi;Xi; Yi; n; e; g; T Þ to the remote

server, the remote server would reject it because the attacker cannot pass the

verification ðT 0 � T Þ6DT in the Step 2 of the authentication phase. In the

nonce-based password authentication scheme, if an attacker replays the veri-

fied message (M1 ¼ IDi;CIDi) to the remote server in the Step 1 of the login
phase, the remote server sends a new nonce Nnew back. Then the attacker re-

plays another verified message M2 ¼ (Xi; Yi; n; e; g) to the remote server in the

Step 4 of the login phase. Obviously, he cannot pass the verification of the

formula: Y e
i � IDCIDi

i � XNnew
i modn in the authentication phase because the re-

mote server records the new nonce Nnew without N .

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we improve Yang and Shieh’s two password authentication

schemes. After our improvement, the password authentication schemes can

resist attacks previously.
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